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“The-computer-as-we-know-it” will have no role in our future everyday lives. This is the position taken in this book which elaborates how it will be replaced by a new generation of technologies, moving computing off the desktop and ultimately integrating it with real world objects and everyday environments. Computing becomes thus an inseparable part of our everyday activities while simultaneously disappearing into the background. It becomes a ubiquitous utility taking on a role similar to electricity – an enabling but invisible and pervasive medium revealing its functionality on request in an unobtrusive way and supporting people’s everyday activities.
As members of the Steering Group of the EU-funded Disappearing Computer research initiative, the editors of this book successfully assembled a collection of 13 elaborate chapters and three forewords that address the issues and challenges in this area. All authors are prominent researchers who set out investigating, developing and deploying future, people-centred smart environments. This book provides a unique combination of concepts, methods and prototypes of ubiquitous and pervasive computing reflecting the current interest in smart environments and ambient intelligence.

Excerpts from the three forewords for the book: 

Thierry van der Pyl and Thomas Skordas from the European Commission state that: The Disappearing Computer initiative anticipated and pioneered the concept of ambient intelligence … and allowed to advance the boundaries of what is possible with the computer today. 

Gregory Abowd from GeorgiaTech in the US writes about this research: While substantial progress was shown on the creation of information artefacts, it is the new behaviors and user experiences that promise long-term impact. 

Finally, Emile Aarts from Philips Research comments on the relationship of ambient technology and people’s behavior: "This current volume undoubtedly provides a major contribution to fill up this gap of knowledge."
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C# 3.0 in a Nutshell: A Desktop Quick ReferenceO'Reilly, 2007
This is a concise yet thorough reference to C# 3.0 programming as implemented in Microsoft's Visual Studio 2008. C# 3.0 in a Nutshell gets right to the point, covering the essentials of language syntax and usage as well as the parts of the .NET base class libraries you need to build working applications. But unlike earlier editions, this book is...
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The Inferior ColliculusSpringer, 2005


	The purpose of this volume is twofold. First, it offers an in-depth analysis of

	current approaches and issues in the study of the auditory system. By concentrating

	on one structure, the inferior colliculus, a focused and coherent treatment

	of many aspects of auditory neural processing is possible. The position of the

	inferior...
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Publish / Subscribe Systems: Design and Principles (Wiley Series on Communications Networking & Distributed Systems)John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	This book offers an unified treatment of the problems solved by publish/subscribe, how to design and implement the solutions


	In this book, the author provides an insight into the publish/subscribe technology including the design, implementation, and evaluation of new systems based on the technology.  The book also...
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How to Understand Business Finance (Sunday Times Creating Success)Kogan Page, 2012

	
		The modern marketplace is increasingly unpredictable and there is an ever-greater need for non-financial managers to understand the financial and management accounting process.

	How to Understand Business Finance is not written by an accountant and actually relates to running a business in a real market.  It...
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Advanced Google AdWordsSybex, 2014

	The ultimate guide to Google AdWords is fully updated for its third editionThis is the ultimate guide for those who want to quickly get beyond AdWords basics to learn and apply the advanced techniques and tactics that are used by Fortune 500 companies. The book provides insight into AdWords' functionality and advanced features,...
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Mastering  Microsoft Project 2002Sybex, 2003
Don’t fear its complexity. Microsoft Project 2002 is more adaptable than  ever. Mastering Microsoft Project 2002 shows you how to make Project  really work for you, whether you’re managing a sprawling, enterprise-wide  project or something much smaller. Learn basic tasks and quickly move on to more  advanced features,...
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